Abstract. Let f(z, y) be analytically irreducible at 0 and /(0) = 0. Then the plane curve singularity defined by / has the same topological type as the curve defined by fk+x for some k > 0 where fx = z" + yb , f2 = fxnu + ymUzml21 y3 _ fan^ + fxnllymlxzmn ; ... are defined by induction on k with distinct numerical conditions topologically invariant. Moreover, we give an easy alternate proof of Zariski's topological classification theorem of irreducible plane curve singularities.
Introduction
Let C{y, z} or tf0 be the ring of convergent power series at (y, z) = (0, 0). Suppose that f is irreducible in tfo with f(0) = 0. Now consider the plane curve singularity defined by /. In decreasing order in the degree of z, f can be written as follows: / = aoz" + axyaiz"~x -\-\-a"yan where a0, an are units in tfo, and for I < i < n -I each a, is a unit in tfo if it exists, and the a, are positive integers. Then by Theorem 2.2 we easily prove that if / is irreducible in tfo, ^ < ^ for all i. Also, if (n, a") = 1, we show that the above inequality becomes sufficient for the irreducibility of / in tfo . Moreover, even if (n, a") > 1, the necessary condition may be said to be sufficient in an inductive sense in terms of blow-ups. Using this fact we can classify topologically irreducible plane curve singularities in terms of Weierstrass polynomials (Theorem 4.2). Finally, in a very elementary way we are going to prove Zariski's topological classification theorem of irreducible plane curve singularities in terms of parametrization (Theorem 4.4).
Known preliminaries
Let V = {(y, z): f(y, z) = 0} be an analytic subvariety of a polydisc in C2 with (0, 0) £ V, and (0,0) a singular point where / is holomorphic near (0, 0) and square-free. Let n : M -+ C2 be a blow-up of C2 at (0,0). Let (u, v) and («', v') be coordinate patches for M with n(u, v) = (y, z) = (uv, v) and n(u', v') = (y, z) = (u', wV). Let e be the multiplicity of / at (0, 0); e > 2. Then n~x(V), the total transform of V, is given locally by f(uv , v) = ve'fx(u, v) and f(v', u'v') = v'ef2(u', v'). Then we call VO) the proper transform of V at (0,0). Note that if / is irreducible in tfo then just one coordinate patch is needed for the study of F(1). After m iterations of blow-ups, let Tm = n oTt2° ■■■ °7im: A/(m) -y C2. Let V^m) be the proper transform of V under xm . Let E^ = t~1(0, 0). Then E^ is, by definition, an exceptional set of the first kind. Let E^ = (j E¡■, 1 < / < m, be the decomposition of F(m) into irreducible components. Each E¡ is called an exceptional curve of the first kind. Let (/o xm) -V^ + Y^e¡Ei, 1 < i < m, be the divisor of form. Then we have the following well-known theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let V = {(y, z): f(y, z) -0} be an analytic subvariety of a polydisc in C2 with (0, 0) e V and (0, 0) only a singular point where f is in tfo and square-free. There exists an analytic manifold M by finitely many (m) blow-ups, Tm : M -> C2, such that if R is the set of regular points on V then rm: xnl(R) -+ V is a resolution of the singular point (0,0) of V, where Tml(R) is the closure of r~x(R) in M. Corollary 1.2. Under the same assumption of Theorem 1.1, after additional blow-ups any two components of F(w) and (jE¡, 1 < i < m, meet with normal crossings whenever they meet and no three distinct components of V^ and IJ E¡ meet, where F<m' and \JE¡ are defined just before Theorem 1. be irreducible in tfo, where each a¿ is a unit in t% if it exists, and the a¡ are positive integers. Let m be the multiplicity of f at 0. Then m = n or a". If n = a¡ + n -i for some i, then n -a¡ + n -i for all i = I, ... , n, and so f can be written in a power series as follows: f' = f"(y, z) + terms of degree > n, where f" is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n with fn = (ay + bz)n for some a, b eC Theorem 2.2. Let f(y, z) = a0z" + axyai zn~x H-h a"ya" be irreducible in tfo, where each a¡ is a unit in tfo if it exists, and the a¡ are positive integers. Then s* < ^ for all i. Moreover, if an = nk for some integer k, then ^ = f or all i = I, ... , n -I.
Proof. We are going to prove the above assertion by induction on the multiplicity of /. Without loss of generality we may assume that a" < n for the following reason: If kn < a" < (k + l)n for some positive integer k, then use k blow-ups and Lemma 2.1 because blow-ups preserve irreducibility of / in tfo and *f < f in / if and only if 2^ < su^i in fk, where f(v, uvk) = vknfk and fk = a0v" + ■■■ + aiuai'kivn-i + ■■■ + a"ua»-kn . If n = a" , then by Lemma 2.1 n -a¡ + n -i for all i, and so 2a = ^ = 1. Let n > a" . Then there is a positive integer r such that 0 < n -ra" < an .
Repeat r blow-ups at (y, z) = (0, 0). Then the local defining equation for the rth total transform may be given by f(y, z) -f(uxv\, vx) = v"n fr, where fr = aov1-ra" + ■■■ + aiu1iv[ai+n-i-ra" + ■ ■ ■ + antf{ . Note that n -ra" > 0 and ra¡ + n -i -ra" > 0 by Lemma 2.1. If n -ra" = an , then by Lemma 2.1 ai + ra¡ + n-i-ra" > n-r for all i, i.e., a,(r+l) > i. Thus ^ > j^t = 7a for all i. Let n-ra" < an . Then we may assume that ra¡ + n-i-ra" < n-ra" . If ra¡ + n -i -ran > n -ra" for some /, then n -ran > 0 implies also that < 7 < ^ • Also if rat + n -i -ran -raj + n -j -ran for i < j, then a, > a,. So rewriting fr in decreasing order of v , by the induction assumption we get an <_^1_<_Qf_
n -ra" ~~ n -ra" -(ra¡ + n -i -ra") ~ n -ra" -(raj + n -j -ra") '
Thus 2f < J < J. Moreover, in this case f ~ z" + ya" in tfo.
Proof. Let (n, a") = 1. If / is irreducible in tfo, then 2a < ^ by Theorem 2.2. To prove the converse, it suffices to follow the same induction argument as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
A CHARACTERIZATION OF IRREDUCIBLE PLANE CURVES
Let f(y, z) = aoz" + axyaiz"~x -\-\-any"" be irreducible in tf0, where each a¡ is a unit in tfo if it exists. By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem and a nonsingular linear change of coordinate / can be rewritten as follows:
where A is a unit in C{v, w} and the c¡(y) are units in C{v, w} if they exist, and the y¡ are positive integers. Then we need to find the relationship between an and y" . Note that ci is a zero. Lemma 3.1. Under the above assumption, there are two cases.
(i) If a" = nk for some integer k, then yn > an and (yn, n) <n.
(ii) //" (a", n) <n, then a" = y".
Proof. The proof just follows from Lemma 2.1 or Theorem 2.2. Proof. See [4] .
Let f-zn+a2ya2z"~2-\-\-anya" be irreducible in tfo with multiplicity n, where the a¡(y) are units for 2 < / < n in t% if they exist. Note that ax = 0. 
Applying the result in the type [2] to the above proper transform, we see that 0<l2nkA+lxnk,2-nk<xnk+XAlx and (l2nk<x+link:2, nk+XA) = I imply the desired result. To prove the converse is trivial. is a greatest common divisor of ßx, ... , ßk):
(1) /~/iE the type [1] if and only if y = t" and z = ta", where 2 < n < an and («, an) = 1 with a -n and b = a" .
(2) f ' ~ f2£ the type [2] if and only if y = tn and z = ta« + ta-+'2, where n > (n, a") = «21 > (n, a", k) = 1 with « = a«2i and a" = bn2x .
(3) / ~ h e the type [3] if and only if y = í" and z = í«"+ía"+L2+ía"+z-2+'3, where «>(«,«") = «2i«3i > (n,a", L2) -nix > (n, a", L2, l3) = 1 with « = an2Xn-¡x and a" = bn2xn3x. Thus the case (i) is proved. Similarly the other cases (ii) and (iii) can be proved. Moreover, the uniqueness of such a parametrization as y = t" and z = tßl H-h tßs for a given / and the converse of the theorem can be easily proved by induction on s. Note that there are exactly 5 exceptional curves, each of which has three distinct intersection points with three components among other exceptional curves and the proper transform in the sense of Corollary 1.2.
